
Formula
Let Distance = rate(time)
D=distance(mi) D=RxT
R = rate (mph)
T = time (hr)

It is helpful to draw a sketch.

**If the question were to find the distance of each car
traveled . . . substitute 4 in the expressions 56x and 60x.

Convefting minutes to hours:

Example: Convert 20 minutes to x hours

60 min 20 min
thr xhr

60x hr nK= 20 mint6r6offi oofri"
1

3

Answer: 2O minutes =

Example 2. A passenger train and a freight train start at
the same time from stations that are 405 miles apart and
travel toward each other. The rate ofthe passenger train is
twice the rate of the freight train. In 3 hourS, the trains

ss each other. Find the rate of each train.

Example 1: Two cars start from the same point at the
same time and travel in opposite directions. The slow car
travels at 56 miles per hour and the fast car travels at 60
miles per hour. In how many hours will the cars be 464
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/1, = 47oT

Fast car bo v = /.rj 2

Answer: ln L,/ hours the cars will be 464miles apart.
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Example 3. A ski lift carried Caitlin up a slope at the rate of 6
kmfll.r, and she ski

Answer: caitlin skied a distance ot-J, 5 5 km.

Km/nr, anct she skred back down parallel to the_[t( at 34
km/hr. The round trip took 30 minutes. How(ardiTlhe

Rate Time,/tr" Distance
Up // Y i: bY
Down tq l-t'r4'{ 44/i .,) r-- x'

Answer: The rate of the passenger train is 4 f mph
and the freight train is Q J i"pn.
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